PRIX EUROPA 1990 - AWARDS

PRIX EUROPA TV FICTION

★ PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1990
THE FIRM
United Kingdom, BBC
by Al Hunter, Alan Clarke, David Thompson

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
Donated by the Standing Conference of Local and Regional Authorities at the Council of Europe.
AND A NIGHTINGALE SANG
United Kingdom, Tyne Tees Television
by Jack Rosenthal, Robert Knights, Philip Hinchcliff

★ SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS
A HAPPY WOMAN / LA MUJER FELIZ
Spain, TVE
by Fernando Trueba, José Miguel Ganga

TENDERNESS / ÖMHETEN
Sweden, Sveriges Television
by Jonas Gardell, Annika Silkeberg

SARAH? SARAH!
Belgium, BRT
by Helena de Vetter, Director Jan Keymeulen

THE GRAVY TRAIN
United Kingdom, Channel 4
by Malcolm Bradbury, David Tucker, Philip Hinchcliff

PRIX EUROPA NON-FICTION

★ PRIX EUROPA
Television Programme of the Year 1990
THE LOUVRE - A CITY IN ITSELF / LA VILLE LOUVRE
France, Antenne 2, La Sept. Les films d’Ici
by Nicolas Philibert, Serge Lalou, Catherine Treyfousse

★ PRIX EUROPA SPECIAL
Donated by the European Parliament.
VILLAGES AND VILLAGES - ZIG ZAG / PAESI E PAESI - ZIG ZAG
Italy, RAI Sardegna
by Giovanni Columbu
★ SPECIAL COMMENDATIONS

THE CROFTERS. ABOUT STYRIAN SMALL FARMERS / DIE KEUSCHLER. ÜBER STEIRISCHE KLEINBAUERN
Austria, ORF Steiermark
by Herbert Schaden

THE TRAGIC END OF MARINA TSVETAeva / GIBEL MARINY TSVETAEVOY
Soviet Union, Gosteleradio
by Vladimir Faradjev, Dmitry Demin

THE VERDICT / HET OORDEEL
The Netherlands, Humanistische Omroepstiching
by Karin Junger

CUTOVER - THE FOREST REPORT 2010 / KAHLSCHLAG - DER WALDREPORT 2010
Federal Republic of Germany, Hessischer Rundfunk
by Joachim Faulstich